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Abstract: The advancement of 3D printing and scanning technology enables the digitalization
and customization of foot orthosis with better accuracy. However, customized insoles require
rectification to direct control and/or correct foot deformity, particularly flatfoot. In this exploratory
study, we aimed at two design rectification features (arch stiffness and arch height) using three
sets of customized 3D-printed arch support insoles (R+U+, R+U−, and R−U+). The arch support
stiffness could be with or without reinforcement (R+/−) and the arch height may or may not have
an additional elevation, undercutting (U+/−), which were compared to the control (no insole). Ten
collegiate participants (four males and six females) with flexible flatfoot were recruited for gait
analysis on foot kinematics, vertical ground reaction force, and plantar pressure parameters. A
randomized crossover trial was conducted on the four conditions and analyzed using the Friedman
test with pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Compared to the control, there were significant
increases in peak ankle dorsiflexion and peak pressure at the medial midfoot region, accompanied
by a significant reduction in peak pressure at the hindfoot region for the insole conditions. In
addition, the insoles tended to control hindfoot eversion and forefoot abduction though the effects
were not significant. An insole with stronger support features (R+U+) did not necessarily produce
more favorable outcomes, probably due to over-cutting or impingement. The outcome of this study
provides additional data to assist the design rectification process. Future studies should consider a
larger sample size with stratified flatfoot features and covariating ankle flexibility while incorporating
more design features, particularly medial insole postings.

Keywords: pes planus; pes planovalgus; flexible flatfoot; pronation; customized insole; kinematics;
plantar pressure; rapid prototyping

1. Introduction

Flatfoot, also known as pes planus, is a foot deformity characterized by the flattening
or collapse of the medial longitudinal arch and may manifest over-pronation, hindfoot
eversion, forefoot abduction, and midfoot instability. Flexible flatfoot is the most common
type, in which the arch could be reformed in non-weight-bearing conditions [1]; it affects
13.6% and 17.1% of adults and children [2,3]. Although flatfoot is usually asymptomatic,
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some patients may experience pain, swelling, intolerance, or gait dysfunction in severe
cases [1,4,5]. Flatfoot is also linked to plantar fasciitis, knee osteoarthritis, and other foot
deformities [6,7].

Conservative interventions could reduce the pain and prevent the progression of the
deformity [8], whereas orthoses or footwear modifications are often prescribed. In cases of
flatfoot with instability, ankle-foot orthosis (AFO) can control and stabilize the foot-ankle
complex and reduce the load on the posterior tibial tendon and midfoot ligaments [9,10].
The University of California Berkeley Laboratories (UCBL) foot orthosis, made of a hard
plastic shell with a heel cup and arch support, can maintain the medial longitudinal arch
and keep the calcaneus in a neutral position [11]. In any case, depending on the patient’s
condition after assessment, orthotists could also select appropriate materials to design
customized orthosis with different components, such as arch support, metatarsal pad, heel
wedge, and medial posting, etc. [11].

The effects of orthotic interventions have been evaluated by numerous biomechanical
research, the majority of them focusing on the plantar pressure measurement and kinematic
and kinetic parameters over walking gait [12,13]. For example, Tang, et al. [14] evaluated
the use of forefoot medial posting insoles in flexible flatfoot patients and found that they
could redistribute the plantar pressure and correct the rearfoot valgus. Su, et al. [15]
tested different combinations of arch support height and insole material stiffness and
found they can help attenuate peak pressure and control excessive pronation. In short,
biomechanical evidence has demonstrated the effectiveness of traditional orthotic insoles
and direct design optimization.

The advancement of additive manufacturing (or 3D printing) facilitates nascent ap-
plications and revolutionizes the orthotics industry and healthcare. The technology can
digitize the traditional hand-crafted manufacturing process and designs with controlled
precision [16,17]. Along with the advancement of 3D scanning and other imaging tech-
niques, foot morphology could be acquired for customization and better fit in orthotic
designs [16,18]. Moreover, 3D printing can vary the material characteristics by using dif-
ferent infill rates, printing textures, or patterns that change the mode of foot support for
therapeutic purposes [18]. To this end, we proposed utilizing the strengths of 3D printing
technology on foot shape customization and material characterization. The objective of this
study was to develop 3D printed customized orthotic insoles with reinforced arch support
via infill rate for flatfooted individuals. In this exploratory study, the biomechanical perfor-
mance of this orthotic design was evaluated and compared to that without reinforcement;
and to that with/without an undercut over the arch height, with the intention of evaluating
the sensitivity of these key design features.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participant Recruitment

We recruited ten collegiate participants with flexible flatfoot via convenience sampling
in this pilot study. Their flatfooted condition was verified by the plantar arch index ≥
0.9 [19,20]. Participants were excluded if they had a history of neuromuscular, vascular
diseases, or other foot deformities or problems that were unassociated with flatfoot. They
were also excluded if they had a lower limb surgery in the past six months. The par-
ticipants also did not present or report any spinal deformities. The study protocol and
ethical considerations were approved by the institutional review board (Reference No.:
HSEARS20201209001). Every participant received a verbal and written explanation of the
research and signed informed consent before the start of the experiment.

The ten participants comprised four males and six females with a mean age of 20.4 (SD:
0.9). Their height and bodyweight were 1.66 m (SD: 0.68) and 59.1 kg (SD: 6.0), respectively.
Their foot size was 25.3 cm (SD: 1.6) with a plantar arch index of 1.17 (SD: 0.2) and navicular
drop height of 1.2 cm (SD: 0.2).
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2.2. Foot Shape Acquisition

The 3D plantar contour data of the participants were needed for the customized
fabrication. A foam impression box was used to take a cast of the participants’ feet
according to the sitting protocol [21]. The feet of the participants were held in a subtalar
joint neutral position as it was pushed into a standard foam impression box by the orthotist
when the participants were sitting [21]. As shown in Figure 1a, the foam impression box was
placed on a flat surface with reflective markers to calibrate the 3D scanner, HandyScan3D
(Proto3000 Inc., Vaughan, ON, Canada). The plantar profiles from the foam box were then
extracted by the scanner, as shown in Figure 1b. Next, the scanned data of both feet were
preprocessed in reverse engineering software, Rapidform XOR (INUS Technology Ltd.,
Seoul, Korea). Then, the processed data were input to the computer-aided design (CAD)
software, isoleCAD (Nmotion Orthotic Lab, Knoxville, TN, USA) to generate orthotic
designs (Figure 1c).

Figure 1. Workflow for fabricating the 3D customized orthotic insoles. (a) Foot shape acquisition through stepping onto the
foam box. (b) Raw data of the digitized foot shape of the foam box by the 3D scanner. (c) Generating the orthotic design
based on the foot shape using computer-aided design software, isoleCAD. (d) Fabrication of the 3D printed insole.

2.3. Generating Orthotic Insole Design

The orthotic insole design encompassed both subject-specific customized features and
rectified features. For the pattern layout of the insole, the boundary was extracted from the
silhouette of the subject-specific 3D scanning. Based on the scanned plantar contour of the
foot, a smooth interpolated 3D surface was generated as the design of the plantar contact
surface of the insole, while the forefoot region of the surface was flattened. The heel and
arch support regions were identified and rectified. The heel region was imposed with a
heel cup (18 mm depth) for all the insole conditions, while R+U+ was given an additional
elevation (3 mm) at the arch support area [22]. Figure 2 illustrates an example of the foot
scan with rectified designs of the insole and the cross-sectional profiles.
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Figure 2. Design profile of the 3D printed insole: (a) An illustration of the fitting between the scanned 3D plantar foot profile
and the insole; (b) Insole design profile based on the silhouette of the scanned plantar foot; cross-sectional design profiles at
the (c) metatarsals; (d) apex of the medial longitudinal arch; and (e) heel center. The blue grid lines in (b) represent the arch
support region identified by the software for design rectification; The orange lines in (c–e) represents the scanned plantar
foot profile. The blacklines with blue dots in (c–e) represent the profile of the 3D printed insoles. The red and black circles in
(d) represent the insole profile for the undercut (U+) and without undercut (U−) designs, respectively. The scale under (c–e)
represent the difference in vertical displacement (in mm) between the automatic rectification and manual rectification, while
the left side of the axis represents the medial direction.

The CAD software, isoleCAD, facilitated a semiautomatic design procedure, from the
scanned 3D plantar contour data into a ready-to-build insole CAD file. In terms of the
procedure, first of all, the users assisted the software in locating the first metatarsal head,
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fifth metatarsal head, and the heel center. Secondly, the users input the shoe size and the
required insole thickness. We assigned an insole thickness of 3 mm, which is the usual
thickness of insole materials [23]. Thirdly, based on the scanned 3D contour, the software
generated the insole design with arch support, metatarsal pad, and heel cup. Finally, the
design parameters could be adjusted in the CAD software, while the material settings were
configurated into the 3D printer software.

The overall infill rate for the insole material (thermoplastic polyurethane, TPU) was
30%. In this study, we increased the infill rate of the arch support region to 50% for the R+
conditions. Apart from the control condition (no insole), we had three insole conditions
(Figure 3) in this study: (1) reinforced and undercut arch support (R+U+); (2) reinforced
without undercut arch support (R+U−); (3) without reinforced and undercut arch support
(R−U−). The completed CADs were passed to the 3D printing software (Figure 1d).

Figure 3. Schematics of the three orthotic insole designs. (a) R+U+, reinforced and undercut arch support insole; (b) R+U−,
reinforced arch support insole without undercut; and (c) R−U−, insole without reinforced and undercut arch support.

2.4. Fabrication of 3D Printed Insole

According to the design and material infill settings of the CAD file, the orthotic insoles
were printed using a fused deposition modeling (FDM) 3D printer (iSun3D Flx2, eSUN
Industrial Co. Ltd., Shenzhen, China). The printer consisted of a nozzle of 0.8 mm diameter
at an average operating temperature of 235 ◦C. We used TPU (eTPU-95A, Shenzhen Esun
Industrial Co. Ltd., Shenzhen, China) for the insole material and printed at 0.4 mm layer
thickness with a triangle pattern. There were three layers for the perimeters but no solid
infill top and bottom layers for sake of breathability. The fabricated insoles are illustrated
in Figure 3.

The arch support region was printed at a 30% or 50% infill rate, depending on the
insole conditions. Therefore, we evaluated the difference in elasticity between the two infill
rates using a mechanical testing machine (Instron AG-IS, Shimadzu, Japan). We printed
five cylindrical specimens for each infill rate (30% and 50%) and loaded at 1mm/min
compression speed. The height and diameter of the specimens were 25.4 mm and 12.7 mm,
respectively, according to the ASTM D695 standard. The elastic moduli were 15.0 MPa (SD:
0.35) and 18.2 MPa (SD: 0.4), respectively for 30% and 50% infill rates.

2.5. Experimental Evaluation

The participants were invited for gait analysis with 3D printed insoles in the locomo-
tion laboratory. The laboratory was equipped with an eight-camera motion capture system
(Vicon, Oxford Metrics Ltd., Oxford, UK) and force platforms (OR6, AMTI, Watertown,
MA, USA). The sampling frequencies were 100 Hz and 1000 Hz. The marker trajectory data
collected by the motion capture system were filtered using the low-pass Butterworth at a
cut-off frequency of 6 Hz, whereas that of the force platform was 300 Hz. In addition, the
in-shoe plantar pressure measurement system (Pedar-X System, Novel Gmbh Inc., Munich,
Germany) was available in the laboratory for the experiment. The motion capture system
and the plantar pressure system were calibrated before the experiment.
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Twenty-nine infrared reflective markers were attached to the lower limbs of the
participants according to the marker set of the Oxford Foot Model [24] for the motion
capture, as shown in Figure 4. For all the insole conditions and the control, all participants
wore the same type of canvas shoes at their own shoe size with holes for marker placement.
We believed that canvas shoes possessed minimal features that could interfere with the
results. The participants were given some time to familiarize themselves with the footwear
and the insole conditions between sessions. For each insole condition, the participants
were asked to walk at their comfortable speed along the straight walkway embedded
with the force platform. A walking trial was regarded as successful if the footfalls were
clean on the force platforms. We collected five walking trials for each condition. The
first and last trials were discarded from analysis to minimize irregularities due to the
initialization and termination of the experiment [25]. Only the right stride on the force
platform was analyzed.

Figure 4. An illustration of the experimental setting of the participant: (a) wearing the in-shoe plantar pressure measurement
system; (b) with infrared reflective markers attached for motion capture.

The same set of experiments was repeated using the in-shoe plantar pressure measure-
ment system without the motion capture system and force platforms (Figure 4).

The order of the four conditions, (1) reinforced and undercut arch support (R+U+); (2)
reinforced without undercut arch support (R+U−); (3) without reinforced and undercut
arch support (R−U−); and (4) control without insole, were randomized (randomized
crossover design). A 5 min break was given between conditions.

2.6. Outcome Measures and Statistical Analyses

The kinematic and kinetic data were processed in the software, Nexus 2.11 (Vicon, Ox-
ford Metrics Ltd., Oxford, UK). The foot kinematics, including the peak hindfoot eversion,
peak hindfoot (hindfoot-tibia) internal rotation, peak ankle (hindfoot-tibia) dorsiflexion,
peak forefoot (forefoot-hindfoot) abduction, peak tibial internal rotation, were analyzed, in
addition to the vertical ground reaction force.

The mask of the plantar pressure measurement was divided into medial and lateral
regions transversely and into forefoot, midfoot, and hindfoot regions longitudinally, ac-
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cording to a protocol [26]. There were six regions after mask division. The peak pressure
and pressure time integral for each region were analyzed.

Data for the successful trials were averaged before statistical analysis. Statistical
analysis was performed using R Statistical Software (Foundation for Statistical Computing,
Vienna, Austria). Since some data violated the normality assumption and some with
outliers, we decided to unify all statistical analyses using the nonparametric test, Friedman
test with the pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. No adjustment for multiple comparisons
was made for this pilot study. The significance level was set at p = 0.05. The results were
illustrated using box and whisker plots. The lower and upper hinges of the box represent
the first and third quartiles, while the middle line represents the median (middle quartile).
The upper whiskers are calculated based on the largest observation less than or equal to
the upper hinge plus 1.5 times the interquartile range [27]. Data beyond the whiskers were
regarded as outliers.

3. Results
3.1. Foot Kinematics

As shown in Figure 5, the peak ankle dorsiflexion demonstrated marginal significance
(χ2(3) = 7.68, Kendell’s W = 0.256, p = 0.053). We found no evidence that the insole
conditions were significantly different in the peak tibial internal rotation, hindfoot eversion,
and forefoot abduction. However, there was a trend that the insole conditions reduced the
hindfoot eversion and forefoot abduction.

The R−U+ and R+U+ conditions produced a significantly higher peak ankle dorsiflex-
ion compared to the control (p = 0.01, p = 0.037). With respect to the tibial internal rotation,
R−U+ was significantly higher than R+U+ (p = 0.036), despite that the Friedman test did
not show a significant result in this parameter.

3.2. Vertical Ground Reaction Force

As shown in Figure 6, there were no significant differences in the first and second
peaks of the vertical ground reaction force (p > 0.05). From observation, R−U+ and R+U−
seemed to produce a higher first peak of the vertical ground reaction force, while R+U+
seemed to be lower than the control. For the second peak vertical ground reaction force, all
insole conditions appeared lower than the control.

3.3. Plantar Pressure

Figure 7 shows the peak plantar pressure at different plantar regions. Except for
the peak pressure of the medial forefoot region, the peak pressures of all other regions
demonstrated significant differences between the insole conditions (p < 0.05). The effect
size for the medial midfoot (χ2(3) = 21.5, Kendell’s W = 0.71, p < 0.001), lateral hindfoot
(χ2(3) = 18.48, Kendell’s W = 0.61, p < 0.001), and lateral midfoot (χ2(3) = 16.5, Kendell’s
W = 0.55, p < 0.001) regions were large, while that of the medial hindfoot (χ2(3) = 12.58,
Kendell’s W = 0.42, p = 0.006) and lateral forefoot (χ2(3) = 9.97, Kendell’s W = 0.33, p = 0.02)
were moderate.

For the pairwise comparison, the insole conditions (R+U+, R−U+, and R+U−) gener-
ally elevated the peak pressure at the medial midfoot region and reduced the peak pressure
at the hindfoot compared to control (p < 0.05). Moreover, the R+U− was significantly
higher than R+U+ and R−U+ for the peak medial midfoot pressure (p = 0.03) and medial
hindfoot pressure (p = 0.01). For the lateral side, R+U+ had a significantly lower peak
pressure at the forefoot (p = 0.01, p = 0.02), but higher at the midfoot, respectively, compared
to that of R−U+ and R+U− (p = 0.02, p = 0.009).
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Figure 5. Foot kinematic parameters of the four insole conditions: (a) peak tibial internal rotation; (b) peak ankle dorsiflexion;
(c) peak hindfoot eversion; and (d) peak forefoot abduction. R+U+: reinforced and undercut arch support insole; R+U−:
reinforced arch support insole without undercut; R−U−: insole without reinforced and undercut arch support. Significance
levels (* p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01) refer to matched-pair comparison (Wilcoxon signed-rank test) between the specific insole
conditions. ♦ represents the average of the data column;
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Figure 6. The (a) first peak and (b) second peak of ground reaction. R+U+: reinforced and undercut arch support insole;
R+U−: reinforced arch support insole without undercut; R−U−: insole without reinforced and undercut arch support. Teal
colored dots represent data points of male participants; orange colored dots represent data points of female participants.

Figure 7. Peak pressure of the four insole conditions in different regions: (a) medial forefoot; (b) medial midfoot; (c) medial
hindfoot; (d) lateral forefoot; (e) lateral midfoot; and (f) lateral hindfoot. R+U+: reinforced and undercut arch support insole;
R+U−: reinforced arch support insole without undercut; R−U−: insole without reinforced and undercut arch support.
Significance levels (* p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01) refer to matched-pair comparison (Wilcoxon signed-rank test) between the
specific insole conditions. ♦ represents the average of the data column;
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For the pressure-time integral, significant difference was only found at the medial
midfoot region (χ2(3) = 8.76, Kendell’s W = 0.29, p = 0.03) in the Friedman test, while R−U+
(p = 0.004) and R+U+ (p = 0.004) were significantly different from the control in the pairwise
comparison (Figure 8). Besides, R+U+ had a significantly lower pressure-time integral
at the medial forefoot region than R−U+ (p = 0.03) despite that the omnibus test did not
demonstrate significant difference. For the other regions, the insole conditions seemed
to elevate the pressure-time integral at the medial hindfoot and lateral midfoot regions
by observation.

Figure 8. Pressure-time integrals of the four insole conditions in different regions: (a) medial forefoot; (b) medial midfoot;
(c) medial hindfoot; (d) lateral forefoot; (e) lateral midfoot; and (f) lateral hindfoot. R+U+: reinforced and undercut arch
support insole; R+U−: reinforced arch support insole without undercut; R−U−: insole without reinforced and undercut
arch support. Significance levels (* p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01) refer to matched-pair comparison (Wilcoxon signed-rank test)
between the specific insole conditions. ♦ represents the average of the data column;
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4. Discussion

The technological advancements in morphology acquisition and 3D printing enable
the digitalization for customized orthotics with improved accuracy and thus better rehabil-
itation [16]. Therefore, the technique could probably replace the traditional manufacturing
of orthoses in the future [17]. The 3D printing technology had been taken advantage of
by the total contact insoles for diabetes, matching the foot morphology to the insole for
pressure relief [28]. However, the technique may not be sufficient for tackling foot deformi-
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ties. A rectification process was essential for biomechanical control or correction. Some
studies have attempted to use a plantar pressure-based method to drive the rectification of
the design parameters [29]. This study aimed to evaluate two crucial design parameters
(i.e., the reinforced stiffness at the arch support, and undercut of the arch support height)
of foot orthosis for flatfoot to provide evidence for assisting the rectification process.

Controlling foot pronation with medial longitudinal arch support is the goal of or-
thotic functions for flatfooted individuals, strongly associated with hindfoot eversion,
forefoot abduction, and tibial internal rotation [30]. Flatfooted individuals with pronated
feet generally possessed an everted calcaneus, abducted forefoot, and a greater tibial
internal rotation [30]. Suppressing the calcaneal eversion was believed to be the most
important function achieved by orthotic insoles [31]. The 3D printed insoles fabricated
by Mo, et al. [32] and Telfer, et al. [33] also demonstrated a significant reduction in peak
hindfoot eversion. Our study found no significant change but a slight trend of reduction
on the hindfoot eversion and forefoot abduction. One plausible reason was that the heel
cup was insufficient to secure the hindfoot and counteract pronation tendency [34,35].
Wahmkow, et al. [36] discovered that arch support insoles had no effect on hindfoot ever-
sion and internal tibial rotation, probably due to the high subject variation. On the other
hand, although a meta-analysis substantiated the function of foot orthoses on hindfoot
eversion control, insoles with arch support design showed no significant effect in the
subgroup analysis [12]. Insole postings were suggested to be effective [12]. However,
the levels and configuration were difficult to determine clinically or based on the subject
morphology from the 3D scan that warranted further investigations.

Ankle dorsiflexion was elevated in our insole conditions, though existing literature
presented mixed results and implications. One faction proposed that flatfootedness was
sourced by excessive dorsiflexion and eversion leading to talotarsal dislocation and prona-
tion [37], in which ankle dorsiflexion or hypermobility should be controlled. Another
faction supported the proposition that the pronated foot with everted hindfoot was com-
pensated by the limited range of motion at the ankle joint, which should be recovered [38].
Therefore, conflicting results on ankle dorsiflexion towards the use of insoles were found
in the literature [39,40]. We may learn that the underlying mechanism and flexibility of
the flatfoot will be recognized and considered in the orthotic design in addition to the foot
morphology and severity of the deformity.

Ground reaction force was seldom used for orthosis evaluation, and we found no
significant difference between the insole conditions in our study. Ng, et al. [41] investigated
the use of prefabricated foot orthosis in flatfooted athletes and found a significant increase
in impact force and loading rate with the foot orthosis. The authors attributed the effects
to the geometry and cushioning of the insole. It was reasonable that the loading rate was
attenuated by the cushioning; nonetheless, we believed that the explanation was not very
convincing for the findings in impact force.

The rectification process plays an important role in altering the plantar pressure to
control the biomechanical environment of the plantar foot. Offloading high pressure was
advocated by the 3D printed total contact insole [42], which was partially supported by
our findings. The orthotic insoles in our study significantly reduced the peak pressure
of the hindfoot, although the effects on pressure-time integrals were not significant. An
uncut arch support insole without reinforcement (R−U+) appeared to be more promising
in unloading the pressure at the hindfoot regions. The 3D printed heel support insoles
fabricated by Jin, et al. [43] for healthy individuals and the 3D printed insoles fabricated by
Tarrade, et al. [44] for workers also found a significant reduction in peak pressure over the
hindfoot region. It was anticipated that the midfoot pressures were increased because of
the arch support, which is consistent with other similar studies [42–45].

Reinforced arch support with an undercut (R+U+) should have, intuitively, given an
immense amount of support. However, R+U+ did not produce the highest peak pressure at
the medial midfoot but substantially high peak pressure at the lateral midfoot. This result
could be due to over-impinging on the medial longitudinal arch. Besides, an undercutting
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arch support without reinforcement (R−U+) appeared to have higher support over time,
as revealed by the pressure-time integral over the medial midfoot region. Therefore, along
with offloading of the hindfoot, we recommended that R−U+ could be a better option
among the three 3D-printed insoles.

There were several methods to acquire the plantar foot shape for the fabrication of
customized foot orthoses. Traditionally, orthotists take a plaster cast from the participants,
commonly at prone lying position, while the use of the impression foam box provides a
more convenient way to obtain the plantar foot shape at partial weight-bearing [21]. The
3D scanners can now achieve the digitalization of a cast. In this study, we took a 3D scan
from the impressed foam box since this could facilitate a more stable casting in addition to
the control of subtalar joint neutral and partial weight-bearing. Nevertheless, the decision
was also primarily subject to the constraint of our handheld scanning device that required a
flat surface during the scan for calibration. A few studies found that the scanned foam box
approach produced excellent reliability for foot lengths and widths [21,46,47]. However, a
direct 3D surface scan on the plantar foot could further improve the reliability of the scan
data, particularly at the medial arch region and forefoot-to-rearfoot alignment [21].

Evaluating the fitness or effectiveness of the customized insoles remains one of the
challenges. In clinical practice, orthotists match the profile of the insole with the plantar
foot by observation and make the necessary adjustment in the fitting process. The tra-
ditional fabrication and fitting process is subjective and highly dependent on empirical
experience and craftmanship [16,48], while the development of CAD/CAM, particularly
the 3D printing techniques, can improve the reliability and objectivity of the orthotics
services [21]. Therefore, we do assume that the geometrical fitness of the customized
insoles was adequately achieved. However, it shall be noted that the geometrical fitness or
matching of the plantar foot profile may not necessarily always be the primary aim or index
for orthotics from a clinical point of view. On the one hand, plantar shape customization
with good geometrical fitness is essential for pressure offloading purposes in some foot
pathologies, such as neuropathic foot ulceration and pes cavus (high arch) [21,48]. On the
other hand, some foot pathologies, such as flatfoot, may have a collapsed or malpositioned
foot structure in which customizing the original plantar foot shape may not be adequate to
achieve the “therapeutic” effects. Hence, the rectification process is crucial. Controlling
the patients’ physical conditions, such as the joint alignment and weight-bearing state
during casting, plays a vital role, aside from the geometrical fitness and maintaining the
subtalar joint neutral being a rule of thumb [49]. To evaluate whether the orthosis could
adjust the muscular action and internal load transfer, some studies measured the surface
electromyography [50] while computer simulations were also utilized to predict the muscle
force, internal joint loading, and the stress of the plantar fascia and ligaments [51–53].

There were some limitations in this research. First of all, the sample size of this study
was small (n = 10), such that the findings lacked generalizability and were confined to
a preliminary exploratory study. We anticipated that increasing the sample size might
qualify sufficient statistical power to achieve our hypothesis. We also did not apply p-
value adjustment for multivariate and pairwise comparisons in this exploratory study,
which may yield some familywise errors. In addition, the interaction effect was not
investigated. Secondly, we recruited only university students with mild flexible flatfoot in
this study. In fact, children, elderly, and overweight individuals have a high frequency of
flatfootedness [3,54]. These populations could have different foot morphologies, underlying
mechanisms, and severities of flatfootedness [3,54], apart from the flexible and rigid flatfoot
type. For example, posterior tibial tendon dysfunction was proven the primary cause of
the flatfoot deformity in both clinical and biomechanical studies [55,56]. In contrast, the
adult-acquired flatfoot of the elderly could be compounded with morphological changes in
physiological aging [54] and a higher prevalence of other foot deformities [57], in which 3D
printed insoles or footwear may better address the poor fitting problem. The feet of elderly
people tend to be flatter and broader [58,59] and have a medialized plantar pressure [60,61].
Han, et al. [62] fabricated arch support insoles for the elderly with flatfootedness and
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discovered that the insoles elevated the peak pressure of the medial midfoot region, which
aligned with the trend of our study. More studies on elderly flatfooted individuals are
warranted. There may be other causes or factors, such as symptomatic/asymptomatic,
injury, arthritis, neuropathy, and footwear, generated different gait deviations [63,64] and
anticipated different orthosis functions. Therefore, our findings and designs may not be
conclusive to different types and populations.

In terms of the orthotic design, some design features and material selections were
based on empirical experiences; despite that, some were cited from existing literature and
evaluated. We only considered limited features in the study due to the cost of fabrication.
More levels and design factors should also be incorporated for an established sensitivity
analysis, particularly the incorporation of posting [12]. Future studies may utilize the
Taguchi method to evaluate more design parameters with fewer factor combinations and
thus cost, which have also been widely adopted in orthotic designs [65,66]. In addition,
subject ratings, electromyography, musculoskeletal model, and finite element model can
also be utilized to frame a comprehensive biomechanical profile (including muscle force
and internal stress/strain) for the evaluation of 3D printed insole designs for flatfooted
individuals [17,67,68].

5. Conclusions

The 3D printed insoles increased the peak pressure and pressure-time integral of the
medial midfoot indicating support on the medial longitudinal arch, accompanied with an
offloading on the hindfoot and greater ankle dorsiflexion. In addition, the insoles tended
to control hindfoot eversion and forefoot abduction, although insignificant. The reinforced
undercutting arch support insole (R+U+) did not necessary producing more positive results
probably due to over-cutting impingement. Studies with a larger sample size are warranted
with stratified flatfooted features/types and adjusted for the ankle flexibility and evaluate
with more insole design features, particularly insole postings.
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